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8,1 (1967) 
ON SELECTING OF MOHPHISMS AMONG ALL MAPPINGS BETWEEN UNDER-
LHNG SETS OF CBJECTS IN CONCRETE CATEGORIES AND REALISATIONS 
OP THESE 
AleS PULTR, Praha 
Introduction. Let us begin with a simple example: If -̂  
is a partial ordering on a set X } define a topology t (^ ) 
on X as follows: 
(J is open iff for every X € U <y,£ X impliesvyfU. 
Let us take notice of the fact that if (X ., ^ ) t 
(Y1 -4) aire two partially ordered sets, then, among all the 
mappings of X into V} the continuous mappings with respect 
to t ( ^ ) } t( ^ ) are exactly the isotone mappings with 
respect to £ 7 *i • Thus, the structure of topology is, in 
certain sense, richer than the structure of partial ordering, 
namely, if a system of mappings of X into y may be descri-
bed as a system of all isotone mappings with respect to par-
tial orderings, it may be described as a system of all conti-
nuous mappings with respect to suitable topologies. 
For a moment, understand under a structure anything taking 
part in selection of "suitable" mappings. We shall deal with 
replacing of structures by other ones, richer in the sense 
mentioned above (i.e., able to describe at least all the sys-
tems of mappings which may be described by the former ones)* 
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We sha l l how reformulate t h i s i n the category language. 
Usually, the term "concrete categoryM i s used for a catego-
ry & such that there exis t s a f a i t h f u l l functor from **€ 
into the category of se t s (the so called forgetful func-
t o r ) . Let us agree to understand here under a concrete catego-
ry & category together with a ?iv$n forgetful functor iter the for* 
mer notion we may use the a t r ibut concre t i sab le) . Houghly 
speaking, objects of concrete*categories are se t s (endowed 
by s t ruc tures ) and morphisms are some mappings between t h e -
se s e t s . We say tha t a concrete category ( &, D ) i s r e a -
l i s ab l e in (A,', O' ) ( D , D ' are the forgetful func-
t o r s ) , if there i s a f u l l embedding cj ; <ft -=* <£' p re -
serving the underlying se t s and the actual form of morphisms 
(see def in i t ion 1.1 in § 1 ) . The example above may be now 
formulated as follows: The category of p a r t i a l l y ordered 
s e t s and t h e i r isotone mappings i s r ea l i sab le in the catego-
ry of topological spaces and the i r continuous mappings. 
Another example: Among the r e s u l t s of [ l J i s the (other-
wise formulated) fact that a number of topologylike catego-
r i e s i s r ea l i s ab l e in the category of merotopic spaces. 
Let us r e c a l l some def in i t ions from I2J . If/t94> 
are oC-nary r e l a t ions on X , Y f we say that a mapping 
f .' X —* y i s ft, /b -compatible, i f , for every {xL I L <oc}e 
£ ft, {-f Cxo ) I l < cC J € A> , (We remark that a unary r e l a t i o n 
i s a subset of X ; hence, i f ft 7 A) are unary r e l a t ions on 
X ., y respec t ive ly , f : X —• y i s K At -compatible i f f 
i C ft) o A) ) . A type A » { ^ l / i < T } ** 
a sequence of ordinals indexed by ordina ls , ft « { ft* J 
i s 8aid t o be a r e l a t i ona l system of the type A on X 
- M -
if, for every fi < y 9 K- i s an ac^-nary relation on X* 
if /C'., /* are relational aystemo of a type A m{*fo lfi<'fi 
on X, y respectively, we say that -f / X - • Y is /&/*-
compatible, iff i t i s /Cfi M* -compatible for every fi < T* 
Let F1 , . . . , F^ be funotora from the category of sets in-
to i tself , A- 9 •'•> A„, types. 5 (( Ff f -4f ) , •* • > 
(F^fA^)) i s defined as follows: The objects are sys-
tems CX, fcf , . • • , / ^ ) where ^ is a relational system 
of the type .A^ on F* CX); morphiams from (X, #<f,'"> ^) 
into ( YfA1f •'•> An, ) are mappings f * X —> y such that 
Pi (+) sre ^ 4^ -oompatible for covariant F̂  , ^ K± -com-
patible for oontravariant F± . (More exactly, the morphiams 
are triples ((Xf £ f , . , . , /c^ ), +, (Y, 6if .*., A^)) )m 
Maoy important concrete categories may be considered as 
full subcategories of categories; S ((Fif Ai ) , . . . , (F^f A^)) • 
Some examples: 
1) The category OC C A ) of al l algebras of the type 
A * {*yi I (I < r } i a a ful l subcategory of S (( I , Z )) , 
where I is the identity funotor and J « foC^* 4 j/S <: y ? •* 
2) The category of topological spaces and their continuous 
mappings i s a full subcategory of S((Pm, { 4 J )) where P~ 
is the functor associating with B^T^ set i t s power set, and, 
with every f : X - + Y, P~C-f); P~Cy; - * P'CX) defined 
by P-C*)CA> - f~1 CA ) . 
3) Similarly, the category of uniform spaces and their uni-
formly continuous mappings is a full subcategory of SttP'+Q, 
-MS )) where fll(X).XxX; a C*)CX, ̂  >«(¥Cx),* (y)). 
4) The category of topological groups and their continuous 
homomorphisms is a full subcategory of S (C P~ {4 },CI, { 3 } )). 
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5) .The category of meratopic spaces (see [1] ) i s u f u l l 
subcategory of 5 (( P+. P* , { A \ )) , where P+(X ) = 
s M I A C A J , P*(4 HA) * -f (A) (the image of the set A ) . 
6) Th* category of proximity spaces may be considered as 
• f u l l subcategory of S((P+ , {2 j )) ( i f the proximities 
•re defined by the re lat ion -to be near") or of S((P~? i 2 3» 
( i f the proximities are defined as the relations "to be far"J. 
7) The category of d i f f e r e n t i a t e manifolds and their 
d i f f e r e n t i a t e mapping* i s a f u l l subcategory of S (( PB ^i4l)\ 
where £ (X) - E* , PB U)(g>) - f • 4 • 
8) The category of topological spaces and their open con-
tinuous mappings IS a f u l l subcategory of S(( P", <4 }),(P*, {11)). 
In the examples we met some particula r set functors ( I , 
P"", P4", Q> , fg ) , ft i s a special case of (3̂  defined 
by QA (X) * X
A , QA (-f) (<?) - f* cp , £ i s a special 
case of g defined by f> (X) - A*, IJ (*) (<y) m cf • 4 -
.Denote by KA the fsnetor defined by KA (X ) » X x A, KA (+)* 
*i*idLA , by VA the functor defined by VA (X) « X * {0} u 
y A*m, VA C*i'(x,0)m(fCx),C) for xeX, VA(f)(a,1)-(a,<1) , 
for a 6 A . 
In the present paper we shall deal with representations 
of S ft F ,̂ Aj )»'•• » f l^ , 4*, )) such that the functors f£ 
are obtained from the mentioned ones by operations of composi-
t ion , cartesian product ( x, see 5 2 ) , Join ( v f see § 2) and a 
further operation defined in $ 2. The mtii.n result i s that such 
S tf *vY'4i!V#i> ^ > 4 * ' i s always realisable in 
Stt(P"A VA , { 4 j ) ) with a suff ic ient ly large natural number 
M, and a set >A . This i s stated in Theorem 6.5 in a somewhat 
more general form* 
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§ 1 contains some definit ions and a* particular case of 
real i sat ion following from [2J. In § 2 the mentioned opera*-
tiona with set functors are described. § 3 contains an auxi-
l iary notion and some statements concerning t h i s . In §§ 4 and 
5 the functors obtained from I , VA , KA , QA , PA , P", P* 
are discussed and a canonical ma j oris at ion of these i s found. 
In § 6 i s proved the main theorem; as an easy consequence we 
obtain a theorem on boundability ( i . e . f u l l embeddability i n -
to categories of algebras?, see t 2 ] 9 [ 3 1 ) . § 7 contains seme 
remarks, in particular two examples of real isat ions (namely, 
of S(GtA) in S (PB) with suff ic ient ly large B and of 
S (P- ) in S (( P+ ) ' ) ) not following from the previous 
theory. 
§ 1. Sofle definitions â fl natation. 
As stated above, in the present paper a concrete category 
( A , O ) i s a category together with a fixed forgetful functor. 
1 .1 . Definition. Let ( fc, O ) , ("k\ O ' ) be concrete 
categories. A f u l l embedding ( i . e . a one-to-one covariant 
functor onto a f u l l subcategory) $ : % -=---• *fl>' i s said to be 
a real isat ion of Cfl, O ) in ( J-t' O') i f 
a'* $ - a . 
We write then $ : ( *, , a ) .=# (n',0').To indicate the rea-
lisability of Cf*>, O) in (^DO^i.e. the existence of such 
$ , we write simply ( ft ,Q) z^ (-*/, o' ) -
1.2. Remark; Obviously (H 9 a)=$ CK'f D') and Cfl', W)=$ 
^ ( ^ a ^ i a p i y ( * , a) =* (<%", a" ) . 
1.3 . n?n,Yftffltiong: We w r i t e simply Sf f> , . . . , F^ ) instead 
f % (( f •C/l?)»"#^ ^ ^ » ^ ^ ' -W (see Introduction). Thus, 
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i f e .g. F i s a covariant functor, the objects of 5 (F ) 
are couples CX, K ) , where K c F (X), and -f : X ~* y 
i s a morphism from ( X, /t ) into ( Y7 A) i f f FC* ) (ft) c * -
The category £ (C F, , A^),—, Cf^, A^)) i s always con-
sidered to be endowed by the forgetful functor associating 
X with C X , / t f , . , . , ^ ) and f with ((X, *i,»-f *>m, ) , * , 
(Y$*19"'9 4»^ ^m a r u l e t *• writa simply 4 instead of 
aX,ftir..fx^)9i,(Y,^r..,^))). 
*•*• Deflnitiaffi A set functor i s a functor from the 
eategory of seta into i t se l f* 
--•5« Theorem: l^et <rfc , t € J ; be set functors, AL 
types. Put F̂  m QL for covariant GL , f[ * P~» <xt for 
contravariant C?t , Then 
S t f C f r ^ A J I t * J J > = * S C - [ C f Y , Z i t ) l t 6 J } ) . 
Proof: This follows easi ly from the following statement: 
I f ft i s an oC-nary relation on G(X) ; define an <.C-na-
ry relat ion Z on P~* Qr(X) b y ? M H \lt<<x>\ e % i f f 
(X^ e A^ tor ever? ae ) implies { x 9 t \ 3 t < * > } 4 * . 
Let H,, A> be at -nary relations on <r (X)f G(Y) respect i -
ve ly . Then, for any i i X ~-> Y, G(t)(*)c/t ±tt P~*G(4>)(R)c%. 
Let Gr(4 ) (/* ) c * , -fA^ J 6 Z / We have to prove that 
iG(4r4(AH)]€%.lt ^ € G(^r
4(Ait)f we have &ffjr<|fe)£ 
€ Ac . Thus, { ̂  } € /* would imply i<r(-4) (ty*,)} e <t 
which i s impossible. On the other hand, l e t ?'• G (4) (ft) c Z 
and {%J**\ it{G(4)C^H)i$ ft y we have {<G (4) df^Hie/i 
and hence { <x (4m"l)iG (4) (*+#)}) € % . This i s a contra-
dict ion, a* <%fc * 6 (*r* <GC4)(<y,H )} • 
§ 2. Operating w^th get functors* 
We shall use the following notation: If X, y are 
s e t s , we denote by X v y the set X x{0} u Y x ( U 
(a "disjoint union- of X and y ) • I f f i X - * y , 9 / U-> V 
are mappings, we denote by -f x 9 . the mapping of X x 11 in -
to y x V defined by ( f x 9. H x , <*)«<?£*>, q>(u)) and by 
•f v 9* tne mapping of X v U into y v V defined by 
( f v 9 - > ( x f O ) » « 6 c > f 0 ) and C f v ^ K ^ , 4) « (9* ft*), 1 ) • 
If X , y are s e t s , < X , y > i s the set of a l l mappings of 
St 
X into y ( i . e . , the set Y } in the more usual nota-
t ion) . For -f ; X - » X 9 ; U -> V define <Tf, 9 > : < V, U>-+ 
-»<X, V>by < f , 9 * > f e ) « 9>».*C' f . 
2 . 1 . LemjBfl: I . f ff x ^ ) • (fx x 9^ >* f, * ^ x <& • % > 
>tc£ x id st <icL ; If «f j 9 , • are one-to-one (onto, reap*), 
•f x 9 i s one-to-one (onto, reap. ) . 
I I . C *f v 9., ) * CfA v 9^) - f, * *- v ^ • & > 
<id v id » id j i f f} 9. are one-to-one (onto, resp*), 
•f-V9 i s one-to-one (onto, reap*). 
I I I . < * . , , & , > • < # ± , 9 i > - < * i
# f t » *» * * * > > 
<id, id y * <d } i f / f i s onto and 9. one-to-one, then 
< -f , 9 > i s one-to-one; i f -f i s one-to-one and 9 . onto, 
then <"f, 9 > i s onto* 
2«2» Definitions Let F, <r be set functors of the same 
variance. We define set functors F x S and F v G by 
( F x <r)(X)-FOOx<JCX>, CFx&Kf)- FC*)xGC+); 
CF v G) (X) -r F(X) v G(X), (F v G)») * FCi) vGC4). 
Let the variances of F, G be opposite* The set functor 
< F, G > is defined by 
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<F,G>CX)-r<FCX) t<rCX)>,<F,(r>«)-<FCf;,GC^;>. 
Theorem: If F, G are covariant (contravariant), 30 
are ¥ x G and F v G # If F i s covariant and G contra-
variant, K F f <?> ia contravariant; i f F i s contravariant 
and G covariant, < F , G > i s covariant. 
Proof i s t r i v i a l . 
2 # 3. Remark: The operations F x &, F v & are, up to 
the natural equivalence, associative. Yte shall wr i t e .X f̂  -
• ^ • ^ E i V F ^ f v . . . vf^. Let t : X ^ ^ a *« J) 
be mappings. Define X <\ } : X<XU \ L e J j - ^ X f \ U e JJ 
( X f X ^ I t € J i ate. i s the usual cartesian product of the 
system) by X f *„ Hi*J)~ H <*<.)} , \<*L} : V f A „ l t € Ji-J-
^Vf^ Uc JJ ( V f X J - U { X ^ ^ V f f J < x , t ) - &y{*1, O . 
Now, i f for every t c J a covariant (contravariant) functor 
f̂  i s given, we may defina X F^ , V f [ by CX f[ )CX) * 
- Xf r;CX)?, CXI; ) « ) - X f r; <+)j, CVrJ)CX)-VfrYCX»,CVf;X^Vf^i. 
This i s , up to the natural equivalence, in accordance with the 
notation above. 
2 .4 . Composition of set functors F , G i s , of course, 
denoted by F • G . 
I f T : F —* G i s a natural transformation of funotors 
such that Tx : FCX) —t CrCX) i s one-to-one (onto) for 
every X , we say that T i s a monotransformation (epitrana-
formation). 
3«1» Definition: Let F , G be set functors. We write 
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F -i G if either there is a monotran3formation T : F -> 
~> (r or if there is an epitransformation T : (r —> F • 
We say that F is majorised by G (and write F < G ), if 
there are functors F,,..., F^ such that F m F^ } G* Fn 
and Ki -t F+ + 4 tat i * 4,..., *i>~ 4 . 
3«2. Remarks: 1) Obviously F < G and G < H imply 
F < • H . 2) It F,GAT* tutximlly equivalent, then F< 6 *nd G < F * 
3.5. MfiJLai§fflffia: -Jet w be a binary operation on set func-
tors such that 
1) for any functor G with a property CL f-J *$ Fjj implies 
Geo E; -4 G GO Fz , 
2) for any functor G with a property J$ Fj •$ rj implies 
f-J co G -* Fz to G. 
Let FJ < Fz , (LT, < G-j and l e t either f̂  have the pro-
perty CI and ft, have the property & , or f̂  have the 
property Q, and (5̂  have ths property J3 . Then f? co G$ < 
< Fz co Gz > 
Proof i s easy* 
3*4. &ejaaa: ^e* F| , Fx , G be set functors. If FJ -< 
-2 f^,then f? • <x -? fj • <? . 
2£Pfi£: Le* T: F, —> Fz be a monotraasformation. Defi-
ne T ' ; FJ • G - * fj • G by "£' - T ^ ^ . Thus, T^ i s 
alv;ays one-to-one. T ' i s a transformation: Let us prove i t 
e.g. for covariant F, , Fz and contravariant G p the o t -
her casea are similar. Let "f * X —• Y be a mapping. Then 
GCt): G(y)-+ G(X) and we have 
( ? • &)(*)• X * Fz (6(f)) *TGM«TSw*S(GC*))*TZ.(%.G)C+). 
Let T : Fz —* FjJ be an epitransformation. Again, de-
fine T't Fz • G - * FJ * & by T^ * T ^ w . Thus, T j i s 
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always onto. This time, we prove the transformation proper-
ty e .g . for Ff , F2 7 <? contravariant. For i * ** —+ Y 
we have GCt): GCy) -+GCX) and we obtain 
3*5. .Definition* Covariatit set functors are said to be 
nice, i f they associate one-to-one and onto mappings with 
one-to-one and onto mappings, respectively. Contravariant 
nice set functors associate one-to-one mapping with onto 
ones and onto mappings with one-to-one ones. 
Remark: Evidently, any composition of nice functors la 
nice. 
3*6. Lemmas: Let Ff , Fx , G be set functors, <? nice. 
Let Fj -* Ft . Then <? • fy <* G * Fx . 
Proof: Let T ' F, - * rj be a monotransformation. Defi-
ne T ' by T'K * GCl^ ) • We see eas i ly that th is i s realty 
a transformation. If G i s covariant, T^s G(TX) i s 
one-to-one for every X , and T ' transforms <r • Fj into 
<? • <j. I f G i s contravariant, T ' transforms G • £ i n -
to <? • f̂  , and TL « G (Tx) i s always onto. 
Analogously for an epitransformation T * Fx —• F£ . 
3 .7 . From lemmas 3 .4 and 3.6 aid from the metalemma there 
follows 
Theorem: Let F, < (% , Ft < G± ; l e t f; or <?t 
be nice. Then Fi • F% < <5̂  • G^ . 
goffTO^axy: Let f% < <?% f i s 4, . . . , m ) , Let ^ , . . . , <?^ 
be nice. Then F o F •••• # E • £ < *L# ^L * m'" * G± • <5 • 
3.8. Sb-OESB: Let f; < £ sod <̂  < Cf . Then ^ '**• 
£tfio£. I t suffices to show that f; "* ** Implies 
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X 
fr x 6 -* F± x G and <r x f} -* ff x £ for any <? , ivo 
ahali prove that Ej x (? W f̂  x Cr f the second statement 
follows frors this according to natural equivalences* lot 
T * f> —* F± be a nonotransformation* Define T' i Fj x G-+ 
-+ Fj, X <J by Tj * Tx * ***ecx) *
 B^ S*1. 7^' - r * c n - " 
to-one mappings. If ^ , F[ aI** ^ a r e c o v ar iant , we havs 
( £ x C ) ^ ) ^ / - C i i (*)x (6C*))*CTf <*£«„)~CFxC*)'TK)x 
* GC4).CTy.F<C+))*Cid^GC+))-T;. (F,xG)Cf). 
Tf FJ ., f][ and (r are oontravariant, we have 
<l£x &)(*)• TJ- (FtCf).Ty)x < r t f ) . . T J . £ 6 ( U x 
Similarly for an epitr ana format ion T i F£ —> f-J • 
3»9« Theorem: Let f> < £ and (?f < 6^ . Then F1 v 
v Gj < Ft v <*t • 
Proof? replace the symbols x by v in the previous proof, 
3.10., Theorem Let RJ < F[ and <?f < <£ . Then <fij , G. > < 
< < * , <*t > •" 
Proof; Again, i t suff ices to show that for fij -f F| a l -
ways 1> < F7 , < ? > - ? <F2 , Cf> and 2) < (J, F, > -* <Cr, Ft > • 
1) Let T J Fj - * Ft be a monotransformation. Define T ' 
byl^'- <TX , « - V x . > . 8y 2 . 1 , T;' i s a mapping o f < 5 , C ? > 0 0 
onto <FtiG>(X) for every A* . We shall prove that T ' i s 
a transformation. If F̂  , Fj are covariant, Cr, < ^ , (?) and 
< F, Cf > are contravariant and we have 
< F,, G > Ct) . Ty' - <F, C*\ &«)>• < T y , t ^ f f W >'<Ty'F1 C-t\ GCt)>-
*<FxCV.TK,G(idJ()'G Ct» - <"£, i ^ ^ . > . < ̂  <*>, GCV>" T / . 
• < ^ , G > C * > . 
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Tf Ff , FJ are oontravariant, <x, < F, , <? > and</J, <r> 
ar«? covariant and we have 
<£,,&>(*)* Tx'B<f=;C-f),GW>'<Tx,<d^X)>-<Fz CthTy, 
Um.GC*)>* <Tf)cda(„>*<Fl(i),GC*)>.T;o<fr,G->(+) . 
If T: F± —.• Ff i s an epitransforaration, we prove analo-
gously that T' ,def ined by Tj = <TX , id&(x> > i s a mono-
transformation of <icJ , (r > into < f̂  , £ > • 
2) Let T: F, —+ F2 ( T « /J - f fj resp . ) bo a mono-
transformation (an epitran3formation). V/e prove easily that 
T ' defined by T£ ** ^^acx> * Tx ^ i s a monotransforration 
of <<?, f̂  > into <G, Fz > (an e pi transformation of <&9 Fz> 
into < (r, Fj > , r e s p . ) . 
§ 4. Se% functors V*> KA> QA> PA > P~> P* • 
In the present paragraph we shall discuss some natural-
ly defined set functors and deduce some majorisation rules 
concerning them. The identical set functor wil l be denoted 
by I . 
4»1« Definition: Let A be a s e t . The set functor VA 
i s defined by VA (X) * X v A and VA (f)-fvidA . Let A 
be non-void. KA i s defined by KA (X) *• X x A and 
K^ (f) • f x .<&M| flM by QA(X) *<A,X> and ^ (f)* 
*<idA,f>, PA by ft (X) m <X, A> and PA (f).<4,idA>. 
P+ and P" are defined by P+(X)= P~(X)*{ZlZc X} and, 
for f : X - • Y, P+(f)(Z)*f(Z) for every Z c A and, 
f i n a l l y , P"C^)CZ)» f~i(Z) tor every Z <= X • 
Remarks: 1) Evidently P~ i s naturally equivalent with 
P% (where 2. * { 0t 4} ) . ^ i s naturally equivalent with 
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$ defined by Q (X) - X x X , Q (+) * f x f * 
2> Vg , Ki and Q4 are naturally equivalent with I . 
3) If OOKCL A m c&td, B , VA i s natnrally equivalent 
with VB , KA with KB , QA with QB and ?A with fj . 
4 .2 . Theorem: The functors VA , KA and (3^ are s e -
lective; under the assumption that there is no measurable 
o - x) 
cardinal, r i s se lect ive • 
Proof: For a definit ion of s e l ec t iv i ty and for the 
proof concerning QA and P" see [ 2 j . By the previous r e -
mark and by Theorem 1 from 122 i t suffices to prove the s e -
l e c t i v i t i e s of V^ and Kj- for ordinals oT * 
Let A » f ^ I /3 < y ? • We have to find types &' and 
A" , and f u l l embeddings $ t S Cl9 A > •=-• S CI , A' ) and 
Y* S ( I , d > «--* SCI, / .V > such that a * $ - V^ • D 
and D • Hf e K^ • D ( O are the forgetful functors). 
Put A' m {ooft lfl<r + <**+ A 1 where <*, - A for 
(I > T• Construct $ as follows: Let <* X , R > be an ob-
ject from S ( I , Zl ) . Thus, R m { K^ ? i s a relat ional 
system of the type A on X . Define R «. *f ̂  i on V<r(X) 
by 
x) That assumption may be replaced by the following, weaker one: 
(M)There ex i s t s a cardinal cT such that every (/'-additive mea-
sure i s T -additive for any y . 
The assumption of non-existence of a measurable cardinal i s 
equivalent with the assumption that coc may be taken for cf* 
The question whether there has to be an as3umption on measurab-
le cardinals at a l l seems to be open. 
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i(*t,,0)l € *t i f f { Xy J 6 Kn for /i < T > 
(Z,<i)e « f 4 | | i f f Oc, <t)~ (9t,1) for & < cT9 
teiDe *r+<r ttt + ** 0. 
IHit * C X , R ) * C ^ C X ) , R) , $ C * ) « £ C ¥ ) . i t i s easy to 
prove that $ i s a fu l l embedding of $(I, A) into Sil,££). 
Now, put A*'» -frfy, I /S «* â  -*-^+- 4J where, this time, 
GC-- * 2 for /i > T. Let R be a relational system of 
the type 4 on A , Define a relational system ST* {£/ilfl< 
< f + d" + 1 \ on X x cT as follows: 
•(<**, O j c £ A i f f i**}**** ^ov /I < r>^<
 cr) 
((x,de),C<y., A) ) £ £ r ^ i f f *e « A » c (for L <> of ) 
(C^,ae) ,C^, A) ) c « r + a r i f f x « / y -
Put yCX, R) * CK^CX),??), yC/> - /<> C*> . It i s easy to 
prove that V i s a one-to-one functor into S ( I, &" ) . It 
remains to be shown that for every morphism g, : (X x cf, H ) - * 
^(YxcTf'S) there i s a morphism f t (X, R) -* (Y,S) with 
Yd) » 9*. Let ^ ; ( X x c ^ R ' ) - > CX^C^S ) be a morphism. 
The formula 
^C-X, 0) -f(x,{C) 
determines (uniquely) a mapping -P / A — * y . Denote C*£,V.> « 
e^Cx, A ) . S i n c e C ( x , A ) , C.X , 0 >) € K>r+<r , we have 
(( 'V'j V >, Cf Cx ),(U,)) e bf+<r and hence <ty * 4(x ) , Since 
CCtX, A ) , Cx,A)>€>? ,we have (C/y., %>), 6y-, v )> c ^ y * * and 
hence V » A . Thus, 9* C x , A ) - C#Cx),A> for every Cx,A), 
i . e . 9, x K^ C«P > - Considering ^ , ^ with fi < T 
we see eas i ly that f i s R S -compatible. 
4 .3 . Lejoa* L«* ocuul A 4 CMCC B . Then VA < VB, 
<A <
 KB > aA < \ — PA < PS ' 
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£roo£: Let cf: A —* B be a one-to-one mapping. De-
fine tranaforaations T : VA -+ V%,T': KA~* K*, T"t Q^-* QA 
and T4"; PA —> f* \s$ \ * ULK>s <f, T^* ^>K* <f> 
Tf'*<<f>,<cdx> mt* T/'= < ^ , c, > . B y 2 a , T , X 'X - ^ ' *~A ' ~ ~ 'x - * f * ' * ' X ' 'X 
and 
onto. 
and T4* are one-to~on* mappings and TK are mappings 
4.4. Lemma: I < VA , I -< K^ , I < QA • 
Proof: Thi3 follows by 4.3 and Remark 2) in 4.1. 
4.5. Lemma: a) P+ < P" . P~ , b) I < P"# P" . 
Proof: a) First, notice that for every -f : X -.> y> 
M c x , N c y 
H M ) c N i f f M c f CN) -
For AcX define ITl (X, A )={ M c XtA c M}.Let {: X-> 
-* y be a mapping. We have 
P-CP-C4)) CM (X,A)=iNeP-(Y)\p-(*KN)€ 
€ mCX,A)} *{N c Y14-UN) € Wl(X, A)} *> 
. - { N c y i A c f~4CN)}~<N c y i ^ A l c N J . 
* 771 CY, P + C * K A ) ) . 
Now, define T^ : P+(X) -* P~(P'(X)) by Tx (A) -
* 1Tl(X7A) . V/e have fP"o ?-)(+)• \(A) m 
- p-cp-ff))C?ncx,/4))«?ncy, P+UXA))- TY*P+(*)(A) . 
Thus, T i s 3 transformation. As A * D 7TL CX, /4 ) f a l l T 
are obviously one-to-one. 
b) follows by a) and the transformation T : 1 -> P* , 
"Q r X - * P + f X) d fined by 7^ Cx) « «fx } * 
4.6. Lemma: Denote by « natural equivalences of func-
tors. We have: a) VA • Vg £S y0 v ^ , b) K, * K0 0
 K
B„Ai 
c ) V % - VA»>< «* • 
Proof i s t r i v i a l . 
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4 .7 . LftglOa: a) ?<Af„ * P~ * KA , b) PA < P~. KA , 
c) % • aA < aA • v;', d) vA • P V r* i£ . 
Proof: a) We sha l l prove %A$1> ~ P% * KA . Let 
Cf : X —• <A, 2 > be a mapping; define <pf: X x A -* 2 
by y ' (x , o, ) - (cf (x » Co,) , Let -y • X x /4 -* 2 be a 
mapping, define y ; X —• < .4, 2 > by dp (x )) fa,) •» 
r y t a , a , ) . Now, define Tx : < X , < / 4 , 2 » ~ * < X x / 1 , 2 ) 
by -£ f y > » 9>', T^': <X xA,2> -+ <X,<A,2» by 
T ' < Y > * V • W e s e e ©••--1y tha t t h i s defines t rans format ions 
T : P<A,I>-+
 pi ° KA « * V : * * K*~> P<*,*> such tha t 
both T • T ' and T ' • T are the iden t i ca l transformations. 
b) follows eas i ly from a) and 4 . 3 . Namely, we have P 
•л < 
c) F i r s t , define ^x : X-+X v B by ^ (x ) * <\x . 0) . 
We see eas i ly t h a t (4 v -ui 0 ) • ^ • .^ • f f o r any f ;.X-> V. 
Kow, define TK : < A, X > v ft -• <A,X\s B> as follows: 
Tx (g>?0)~ &* 9,TX (&>, 1) = conttj, . 
I t i s easy t o prove t h a t t h i s defines a transformation 
T*: V^* QA —> QA * V5 and that Tx are one-to-one. 
d) Define -ft ; 2 v 2 —> 2 by fi(i7 j , ) m i f and, for 
every a e A , fa : A -+ 2 by fa (a) -r A9 fa (&*) - 5 
for ^ 4= a . Define " £ : < X , 2 > v . 4 - » < X v A , 2 > by 
"£ f*9>, 0) .=• -fw f y v con*4 ), "£ (a, 4) -=• ^ • fcm*£ v £*, ) * 
Let f : X —.• y be a mapping; we have 
P% V£ C<f) * Ty fy , 0) » <4vidA , idz>Cfi.(cfvc*rvUp))* 
*+,*(<? v tm*t0)* (4 v«dA) ~ fi* (cr*4 v ten**, ) , 
T ( V A * P'(4)(cf, 0)) - Tx «f*4,0) m fx,o(c,*4v<xn*t0)7 
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P% VACf)(TyCa, 1))- P~* VA Cf)CftoC<um*$ *%«»<* 
s ft 0 CKm*ta V fa ) • C-P V tdA ) m fl o C&OTUbt V fa ) , 
Tx (VA* P~(f)(a91) - Tx (a,,4) - f>* Cc*nU0 v #*. > , 
Evidently, every Tx i s one-to-one. 
4 .8 . Lemma* a) dA < P+ • <A , b) KA < P+. VA . 
Proof: a) define Tx i QA (X) - + P*# KA CX) by TJ Cg>)* 
= iCyCa), ct,) \ a, e A } . EveTy Tx i s one-to-one. I f 
f s X -> y , we have 
CP+* KA)Cf)'T;Cv) = CP+oKA)Cf){Cc?Ca,),a,)ia,eAl** 
= {Cf*<yCa),a€Al=: Ty Cfo?) m Ty CQA Cf)Cg>)) . 
b) Define Tx : KA CX)~> P+*VA CX) by Tx Cx,a) ~ 
*{Cx, 0), Ca, 4)}. .Every Tx i s one-to-one. I f f s X - > y , 
wo have 
(P+*VA)Cf).TACx,cu)~ CP+o VA )Cf) {Cx, 0), Co,, 1)3 ~ 
« {Cf Cx), 0), Ca, ,4)} m Ty C4Cx))cC)mTy0 KACf)Cx,a). 
§ 5. gpnetrwrtiye fmctoTa Qflfl ^hejr ma-1 o r a t i o n , . 
It i s easy to prove 
5.1.£sjffisj: The set functor* I* VA, KA , QA, %, P+ 
are nice. 
5.2. Theorem: For every composition (x of functors J f 
VA , K% , <3tf f § , P* there i s a natural number A and a 
set M such that O < CP')** VM * 
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Proof: We shall U3e 3 .7 , 4.4 and 4.5 b) without further 
mentioning. 
: . KA < (P~f • VA by 4.8 b
N', 4.5 T) ; 
QA< P+c KA<(P+)*>VA<(P
m>**VA by 4 .8 a)b) ,4 .? i ) ; 
f j < PMC A <CP-)M^ by 4.7 b ) , 4.3 b) , 4.? a) j 
P*<(P-)J#V^ by 4.5 a) . 
I I . Lot the statement hold for compositions of et moat 41> 
functors; let (J be a composition of m + 1 functors. 
Hence ff » G'# H , where &' < (Pm)Hm VN and H i s so-
me of the functors VA , KA , QA , PA , P+ . 
1) H « VA : <j<(P~)
H* VN.VA fir C P - A VM where M « N v A 
(by 4 .6 a) ) | 
2) H * KA : 6 < (P~)
H* VN*KA< C P - ) ^ VittA> KA ff 
ft f P " ) ^ KA . VN < (P-)***. VA'VH* CP
m>**-* VM 
where M » IV v .4 (by 4.3 a) ,4.6 c) 5 4.S fc), i . 5 a) and 
4.6 a ) ) . 
3) H-Q^;ff<rp-A^*a4<cp-Ao>4^<(rp')
Jt^ vM 
where M . A v N (by 4.7 c ) , 4 .8, 4.5 a) and 4.6 a)) ; 
4 ) H - 5 ; ( ? < cp-yS \£ * PA < fp-A> vi * P-* *„ < 
<(p-f*i.\^cKA < CP~)
A** * VM where M - N v A 
(fey 4.7 b)d) and 2) in th i s proof) $ 
5) N * P ^ ; <J<(P-A VJ^P*< rp-)
1"* ^ • C P - J ^ C P - ) * * 1 - i f c 
(by 4.5 u) and 4.7 d ) ) . 
5.J. Constructive functors are defined recursively aa f o l -
lows; 
Ci ) I , VA , KA , QA , PA p P+ -are constructive func-
t o r , 
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(2) I f F , G- are constructive, F© G, FxG, F v G, 
< F , G > are constructive whenever defined, 
(3) If F i s constructive and G & F , then G i s 
constructive. 
Remark: Thus, constructive functors are "polynomials 
produced from I , VA , KA , 0>A , FA , P+ under the o-
perations © , x , v , < > "• 
5.4. Lemma': Let G be a set functor. Then G x G « 
Proof: CG v G )(X) » (f CX ) v G CX ) « G^CK^x-fOju 
u ff (X)x < 1 } « G - C X ) x 2 - K2 * GCX), C(f v G)Ci;C;4*)-» 
. CCC{>C4*> - CGC-P;xr * c i £ K * f O -r K,o G(+) Cxi, <C ) . 
By remark 4.1, Qx &> Q \ We have 
(G x GOCX). GCX)*GCX)~(Q*G)(X),(GMG)C*)-GC*)MGCf)*(frG)(t>. 
5.5. Lemmat The functors in three variables, Ft , F£ 
defined by 
F- cx,y ,z) . <x,<y,z», /fff,^*>« <*, <*, ** » > 
F 2 /x ,y ;2)«(xx y,z>, 5 c*,fr,-k>- <*x.*, *fe> . 
are naturally equivalent. 
Proofs This i s a well known fact; we see easily that for-
mulae C$ Cy))Cx,ty) -CyCxMii,), &^y Cv>)Cx)ky,)mirCx9v) 
define transformations T; Fj —> f£ , T ; IJ —>• f̂  which are 
mutually inverse. 
5*6. Lemmas Let G be a set functor. Then 
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Proof: We shall use the following evident fafrta: 
1) I f £rt » (ij , then < <x, Gi > « <<rf Gx> , 2) Superpo-
s i t ions of naturally equivalent functors are naturally equi-
valent. 
Thus, < Cx, P" • & > * <<r, P* • G> . Let FJ , F£ be 
the functors from 5«5. For every X we have 
<G,Pt*G >CX)- <GCX), Pz CG(X))>~<GCX),<GCX), 
2»* F< CGCX),GCX),2) , 
CP± . Q* G K X ) - «8rG-cx;),j2>-<(7(rx)>c^^x),f >-* 
» FZCGCX), GCX),Z ) . 
For every mapping f : X -* Y 
<G, 5o<?>Cf)-<(5^f) ,r l f^f))>-<ff<:f) ,<(?rf) /^>>. 
m F,(G(4),GC*),idx) , 
CfJ* Q# G)(*)*Px(GCt)*G(-t})-<G(f)*G(f),tdt>-
m FM(GC*),0Ci),idi) . 
ana, by 5.5, <6? $ • <?> a? F> • a • <3 and henoe 
< G, P~ « <J > £ PL . Oj, • <5 . 
?•?• Theorem: For every constructive <? there ia a natu-
ral number A and m set M such that 
G < CP~)*. V* • 
J&SI&L1 *«* I» v v ^ i fl4» *i» P* the starts-
'ment holds by 5.2. Let 6 < CP-)"*. V£, H < CP-)*# V0 • 
Then <?.H< i f . V£ • i f . V§ < CP')\ VM by 5.2. Let G, H 
be either both ccvariant or both contravariant* Put Z -
*/m-*u?6»i,/n,>, C*4 u 0 . We see easily that 
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6 < cp-T vA < (p-)
e. ve, H < cp~y». vh< (p-)'. ve, 
since I /m, - /n- I has to be even. 
Thus, 
G x H < ?K Vc x Pz*. Vc £ Q^. f>K Vc < (P~)
h* VM , 
GvH<p/.% v £ ' . Vc 3 Kz* p/o Vc < (P-)*. VM 
by %4 and 5.2. 
Let e i the r G be covariant and H contravar iant , or G 
contra^criant and H covariant -, again, l e t G<(Pm"Ym's VA > 
H < ( P - ) "* . VB . Put Jt m wuuc (fm,,*,-*), Cm A u B . As 
|/in~6n,--4)l has to be even, we hove G < C?")'"** VA <• 
< (P->*. v£, H < <p->% v; <<p->**. l£ • 
Hence, by 5.6 and 5.2, 
«?,H > < < C P - > ^ , «*>•«>->'.«£>*§•<**• ?*oV£<CP"^ V 
5.8. Using the statement of 5.7 and repeating the part of 
its proof concerning the operations we obtain easily 
Theox*em: Let (jt .,•.•_., G^ be set functors, eaoh of 
them majorised by a constructive functor. Let G be m func-
tor obtained from (J-,.#•. , G^, as a polynomial in the 
operations * , x , v , < > . Then there is a natural num-
ber 4t, end a set M such that 
G < (P')*-> VM > 
5»9. Definition? If Gf 7 ... 7 Cr^ are set functors ma-
jorised by constructive functors and G is a functor, obtained 
from G1, ... 7 G^ as a polynomial in the operations * ? 
>r, v , < > , we say that G is constructively majorisable. 
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S 6* Malocflaation and realiaationa of categories. 
6.1, Theorem: Let F < Gr . Then S C F) :=-? & CG ) . 
Proof: According to 1.2 it suffices to prove that 
S(F) z=$ $C&) whenever F-? <? . 
F i r s t , l e t T : F -^ G be a monotransformation. Let 
(X,>b ) be an object from S(F ) . Put $ CX,4>)» CX, £ ) with 
£ c T^ (/*) 0 We have to prove that f i X -* y i s a morphism 
from ( X, * ) into C y , £ ) i f f i t i s a morphism from C X, £ ) 
into ( y , T ) i . e . that 
FCf >0O c >t i f f GCf)(Z)c: 1 for covariant F, <x, 
(1) 
FCf )C*)c A> i f f G(f)(i) c £ for contravsriant 
F, <r. 
Let F , G be covariant. Let F ( f ) C * ) c i , I f ^ e J , 
we have o , * T J ^ ) for some ^ £ .4> . Hence, <r Cf) CCL) m 
-G(f)(TKOr))*Ty(F(f)(lr))€t,*B FC*>C+)m t . Thus, 
G(f)(X) c J . Now, le t G (f) (7i ) c %> . I f a. c ^ , we 
hs?ve \ (CL) € X and hence GCf)(Tx (a)) e £ ; thus, 
i ; C F C ^ ) C a ) ) » GCf)C"QCa))*r T^C^) with ^ c ^ . As Ty 
i s one-to-one, F(f)(cu) & fr e t . The proof for contrava-
riant F , G i s quite analogous. 
Now, l e t T: G —> f be ah epitransformation. Let (X,*) 
be an object from S(F) . Put $ CX,/b) « CX , % ) with 
*5 * TJ" (** ) . Again, we have to prove the val idi ty of the for-
mulae ( l ) . Let F , G be covariant. Let F(f)(/b)c i . I f 
a, €. 7S, we have TK (a) e ,* and hence 1^ (G C-P) (a )) « 
• FC^)CTi(a)) 6 £ , i . e . 6 C*)Ca)* T^(t)* t . Let 
<jCf)C.>S> c J,ae^ tAs T̂  i s onto, a « 7^ C&O for some 
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ir e G(X) . \le have Jlr 6 7Z and hence F(f)(a) -
= FCf )CT^ C4r ))» Ty CG-C4) Or)) e t , since G(f)0>>)et-*Ty
4U). 
Analogously, for contravariant F7 G . 
^•2 . Lemma: Let R- 7 . , , ., f^ be covariant set func-
tors , 4 , , , . . . , Z t ^ types, A4* i*Z \ fi < T* } . Then 
there^exist sets A± , B^ ( *fc «• 4 , • . . , sn> ) such that 
S-CCS,4,),...,CZ9^))*SCK^'fy £ > • 
We may put Ai - p*} B* « ^ * >^^ 4* • 
Proof: For every couple C si, fl ) (where /$ < f% ) choo-
se a mapping */** of o&* onto oc*. • We shall consider cc -
nary relations on Z as subsets of < cc 9 Z ) * 
Let C X , -C f?*, -t « 1,** 'f^ni) be an object from 
S « R , AjV'-t^A*,)), **-*** I/3 < r* J .Define R*c 
cK^-^^rXX-^lffX^Ky* by 
(cf,/3> 6 R* iff there is a if e /t* with Cf * 
= V • f>; • 
Since evidently R* , R* are dist inct whenever R*, R* 
are d i s t inc t , i t suffices to show that for any mapping f % X-+ 
-> y and objects CK, { R * / ) , C y , { S * ? ) from SCC^A,),... 
*••) CFn1 4n, )) the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) for every * , F+Cf) i s R* S* -compatible, 
(2) for every * , (K • • 0 4, • 6 )C^> CR*) c 5 * . 
Let ( l ) hold. Let Ccp 7 /3 ) £ RT* , Thus 9> * -y * P-%
 w i t h 
f € /&* • By (1) , % Cf) • Y € <*A a n d hence 
Let (2) hold, y € A £ . We have to prove that r̂  C*;»y */** . 
Since C - y fi£ , /I ) € R* , we have (Ft Cf)* Y •ft^ , ft ) -
• c K r < * a . » 5 ) f * ) f r
# ^ » /*>« $•'. Thus, »v o * ^ •-/<»-
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• X * 1*Ji w i*n % e .** - As .-/t* i s a- mapping onto, 
we have fj C#> * y m % & A% * T n e proof i s finished. 
^ • 3 . Lemma: If f̂  ; . . . , F^ are covariant set 
functors, then J 
S C R , , . . . , ^ ) =* S f . V F 4 ) • 
Proof: Let C X , ^ , . . . , /fr^ ) bo an object from 
5Cf^, . . . , r ; ) . P u t ^ . 4 U ^ x ( i ) c V F . ( X ) . I f 
i *>i J % { ^4 ? > then evidently /fr 4- .3 . Hence, i t 
suff ices to prove that -f : X —> y i s a corphism from 
(Xt i*4, 3 > into C y, { *+ I ) i f f i t i s a morphias, from 
C X, A>) into C y , t ) . If F* C*) f \ ) c ^ for every 
-i and Ca, ^ ) € /> t we have 
C V f ^ K * ) C a , ^ ) - (Fj. (*>(*>,})€ ti*(£)c X . 
I f C VFJ)C*)C/*) c t mtA a € *i > then fa., ^ ) c A> and 
henoe C F* Cf) Ca >,*i > « * so that Cf£ (**>(a,),<t>)e t^xti). 
Thus, FJ « ) Co,) 6 i^ . 
6 .4 . Remarks: 1) Of course, in 6.2 and 6 .3 i t suff ices 
to assume % either a l l covariert or a l l contravariarvt. 
2) The real isat ion in 6 .3 i s an isofunctor. 
6* 5. Theorem: Let Ĉ  , . . . , G^ be constructively 
majorisable functors, A^ *•••-. Am, types. Then tie re 
i s a natural number M* and a set M such that 
S«G,, - , ) , . . - , . C<r,%, 4 * ) ) = * SCCP-A. YM ) . 
Proof . By Theorem 1.5, 6.2 and 6.3 we obtain 
S«G,,A4)....,;C^,A-,»=* Sff»?,.V,---,<£.4-.»=* 
=* s<«v<v ?,..., S:\#£)r*s^ V V *) • 
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As G± are cons t ruc t ive ly majorisable, S/KA • flft# • f%« i s 
construct ively majorisable. Bjy 5.8 there are Jt aid M with 
v K* • <V • ^ < (P")*# VM ' 7 h u s » by 6 a » 
6»6» Corollary: Let (r., .»•••* (-̂ n, b e construc-
t i v e l y majorisable functors , Ai , . . . , A,v types . Let 
K be fu l l y embedded in to SCCG,, A, ) , . . , , (&„ ,&„,))• 
Then, in any se t theory satisfying (M) (see footnote at 4#2), 
% i s boundable. 
Proof: This follows immediately by 6.5 and [ 2J , as 
(P')*# Vĵ  i s a se lec t ive functor . (See 4 .2 . ) 
§ 7. gpme remjfffeft. 
7 . 1 . 3y 4.3 and 6.1 SC KA)=* SCKB), SCQA)=* SCQB), 
SCPA)z$ SCPB) whenever cxvuL A G cxxJucL B . On the ether 
hand there holds 
Theorem: The condit ion tatvcL A < coxcL & i s neces-
sary for any of the following: m) S (KA) =$ S C KB ) , 
b) S £ aA ) -=* S C Q>) , c) S CPA) =» S C f| ) . 
Proofs a) Let fl-a*-<a£ /4 > e o « ^ & # Take a se t X 
such that ^OM^CL X • COJCCC A and a one-to-one mapping y 
of X onto .4 , Consider the object ( X , /fr ) with /6 • 
* f ( X , 9 C*)) / * c X ! . I f f i CX, * ) - > CX,/* ) i s a morph-
ism, KA Cf) (/*) c >fe ? and hence, for any * c X , Cf Cx ) , 
<?Cx))e * . Since cf i s one-to-one, we obtain f C x ) m * . 
Thus, there i s no non- ident ica l morphism of ( X9/*) into 
i t s e l f . Let t a K^ CX ) be such tha t the only morphism of 
( X , & ) in to i t s e l f i s the i d e n t i t y . Thus, i f we define 
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for x 4* X , there i s (AA,, Jir) c £ such thatff, ^ Cu),Jr)f 
-try 
4mt . By the last formula necessarily 4A m X , Find some 
4r with th i s property and denote i t by Cf Cx). For X «f ^ 
we obtain 6y*, <yCx))* (fM ^ (x ),<yCx )) £ * , while 
(^cjf(n^) € t . Thus, cf t X —> B i s a one-to-one mapping* 
This i s a contradiction, since ccucd B < ca*cL X • 
b) ,c ) Denote by CCX) the semigroup consisting of 
the identity mapping of X and of a l l the mappings of X 
into i t s e l f which are not onto. We shal l prove that, for any 
semigroup if of morphisms of X into i t s e l f containing the 
identity mapping, i f caucd A • catd X , there are -6 c &ACX), 
t c ?A (X) such that 
tf,c{t\QA(f)U)cA}*<(f\PA (f )(*)c t i . 
On the other hand, i f QMJtd A < &a*d X , there are no 
h% t with 
C CX) « if I aA (f) (»)c A>l>C(X)~{f\PA (fX-t)c: t > . 
F irs t , l e t catod A » awed X j take a one-to-one mapping 
cf of A onto X . IHit * * { * « < ? ' < * « ^ ? > **r-fy"#ocl 
( o c e ^ J . i f fyCf)C*)c* ( ( J C f ) C * ) c * ) , then, 
in particular, f • id * cf e A> (cfm*id*fe£ ) f hence, 
f • cfarcO y , <*c if ( ty"'. f-* y"» 0C,eC.c 1/ ) . As go i s one-
to-one mapping onto, -P « X e tf . I f f € if, then, for any 
oc € y , -P • <* • ^ c * , cf** cc * f e t . Now, l e t 
cold A < awed X . Let A ( A resp.) be such that CCX) -
*if 1 0 * 6 0 C*) c * } ( CCX)-{* l -3 i C f K i ) c * J 
reap.) . As 0 * ea*<i A «< c a ^ X , &«**£ # > 2 . Thus, 
there i s a non-identical one-to-one mapping 9. of X onto 
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iself; hence there is an cC i A —> X , cc e st> , such 
that ty o cC 4- *> . By the assumption, X *̂ oo (A) 4s 0 . Choose 
an x0 e X N ct (A ) and xi 4* X0 and define f : X -> X 
by i (x0) - q,(x^),f(x) = g-Cx .) otherwise. Now, 
£ 6 C ( X) , while f*oo-*£«»cCi£/fc. This is a contra-
diction. 
Let the £ exist; there is a / 3 / X - y /4. (I e £ such 
that /I -» 9- £ wt . By the assumption, /3 is not one-to-
one. Choose x0 P x^ , xm 4* X^ such that fi (X0 ) = /2 C^) 
and define -f (^ (X0 )) « ^ , #6x ) « £ 0 ) otherwise. 
We have /J « I * / ^ " ^ M ^ ^ ^ 3s n o" t onto, which is a 
contradiction. The proof is finished. 
7.2. The following statement concerning the, in some 
sense dually defined, QA and PA may be of some interest : 
Theorem: I . If ccucoL A > 2- , S(PA ) i s realisable in 
no S (QB) . 
I I . On the other hand, however, for every A there is 
a B such that S C QA ) r* S C fj ) • 
Proof: I . By 4.3 and 6.1 i t suffices to prove that 
5(PX) =* S C<3&) for no & . 
For any set X with (uu^t X > 1 choose an X0 € X 
and put 
*CX)-r-i9>J X-v l\(y(x0)-1)**(3x * x0,9(*y-4)}', 
thus, / * C X ) c r £ C X ) . An important property of A> CX) 
is the following one: If & Sp X and -f': & -y X is any 
mapping, then there is a morphism i : CX, /*> ) - * fX, .4> ) with 
•MB a -f' , Really, if & » X s C*„ ) ; choose a *4
 e & 
and put f (X0) - $'(&<> ) . It cj> 6 /» and cf^ f(xo) * % we 
have cp o 4 (£ro) m j * thus, cf o f e /* . If there is 
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Xi € X v B, x1 + xc } put *Cx) - f'<Vf> for * £ B 
( i f X, $ B define f i r s t arbitrarily -P fx , ) ) . If 
c/ 6 4> and 9 o f f ^ ) » ' ( we have cf Cf C^ » * 1 
and hence <f o •(• e /* . 
Now, l e t S ( P2 ) z% $ (QB ) . Choose an X with da^ccL X > 
> ootidi B . Let H, c 0,b (X) replace 4>CX) . Choose an 
-f; X —>X which i s not a morphism ( e . g . , choose ^ e A , 
X1 * *0 and put •? C* ) = Xc for * 4» X0 , *f (X* ) « ^ ) . 
Hence, there i s an cc : B —* X, oc € /t , such that 
f o cO 4 ^ . We have a, (&) #- X and hence there i s a morph-
ism g, with 9- \cc CB ).= -P l<x,(B>). Then 9 , 0 0 c * f « * M . 
This i s a contradiction* 
II• If -e i s an equivalence relation on A denote by A^ 
the set A / e of a l l the equivalence c lasses . I f a, e A , de-
note by CL, C-t) the element of A^ containing a, . Hence, 
(0/7 Jb>) B «e i f f a f - e ) « i r ^ ) , Denote by E the set 
of the a l l equivalence relations on A and put 
B * CO) ^ CU< A^ x C-e)l-e ^ £ J> . 
If cf : A —* C i s any mapping, denote by e f9> > the e-
quivaience relat ion defined by: Ccv, -tr ) 6 -e Ccf ) i f f g>Cl) = 
« CfC-tr) . Evidently - e ^ ) c -tC4 • cp) whenever f * <? 
i s defined. 
Now, l e t (X,/>) be an object of S C QA ) . We define 
# c f* CX> by 
y c ^ i f f Vcf i A - * XCC3 -t o*C<f) Va, * 
e A f o y C t v ) * Ca,C-e>,<)>-+9> * *)_JWe shall prove that , 
for * 1 x -* y, * c (34 CX >, * c flA Y y > , 
QA(t)U) c /* i f f £ C4)C7>) c £ . 
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First, l e t QA Cf ) CK ) c /b , Y e A> . Let, for some 
cf : A -*X , there be an -e o -e (cf) such that for every 
O/fcA y o f o cf (a, )=(ci(e),-e).tfQ have - e . o - e ^ * ^ ) , 
since i f f <> 9 Ca) =. f o cf C&) 9 then Co, Ce),«e)» V* f -> 
o^fa)* ^rof o cf Ctr^Ctrte),*), hence a*6e) =Jlr(-e) so that 
(&, .ir ) e -e . As 1^6^" , f o cf 4 * and hence Cf 4 K . 
Thus, for every f e J , ' f » f 6 !t • 
Now, l e t F£ (V) ( * > c £ . I f ^ Cf) (x.) $ /b , the-
re i s a cf e H, with f o cf 4 A. Define i|r : y ~ * & as 
follows: 
-yr(y,)m Ca.(<e(focf)),<e(pocf)) whenever 4+* focf(a<) , 
iff Cn^) s 0 otherwise. 
(This i s correct: i f ty « f o cf Ca,)m focp Ctr)t(cu%tr)%-€Cf*cp) and 
hence cuC-e Cfocf))m &C-e Cf • cf )> . ) Let fu, t-A -+ y be such 
that there i s an e 3 -e ((U,) with ^((U(a))m Ca,C-e)9-e ) 
for every a, e A . If a, e A, (u, (a,) e f o cf (A) by 
the def init ion, since otherwise nfr Cf<L Ca » •* 0 . Thus, 
(tc C«a ) - f o cf(£r) for some Jlr e A . We have f a Ce), -e ) -
»>y C^Ca))=yCfocfC<b))*C&Ce(focp}fe{fioc0Bo that e • e f f © 9* ; 
and aC-e) « ^ 6 e ) ; i . e . f • cf (fr) - -f * c?<T<3J -
Thus, (U> (a) ** 4 o cy (a) . We obtained (U,* -f o <f *± * and 
consequently ^ c /$ . Hencef f * "f 6 ^ . On the other 
hand, ( y * *) • cf (a,) * >y (f • yrtW) m(a,(e)9 4 ) where «e » 
«r-erf • 9) => «e Ccf)}80 that (fi 4. H, . This i s a contradiction. 
7 .3 . The real i sat ion of S ffi^ ) in S f f | ) in the 
last theorem i s not caused by majorisation; QA i s covari-
ant and £ contra variant. Of course, combining 1.5 and 6.2 
we obtain real isat ions of 5(F) in 6CG) with dif ferent-
ly variant F, & * that las t one, however was of another 
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character . Here i s a further statement of t h i s t y p e : 
- Theorem: SCP~) z$ SCP+, {2}. 
.Proof: Let /c c P~ CX) . Define a b inary r e l a t i o n K> 
on P+CX) as fo l l ows 
( A , B ) e £ i f f for every Ueto AcU imp l i e s B n U * £ l 
Let /ccP'CX), A>C P'CY), f : X - » X . Let 
P " C * ) C * ) c * , CA, B) € /t . I f f CA) c V % with V e *>i 
we have A c f"* ( V ) € />c so that there e x i s t s a &- € 
* &nfmiCV). This , f ^ ) c f C J ) A l / and henceCfCA); 
f ( B ) ) € £ . Let P + C f ) be £ % - compat ib l e , V € A> . I f 
f " ' £ V ) * ft , w e have f f -VV) ,X\ f"VV;;* f f" f rW l f -VyNVW6 « . 
Thus, C f f - V V ) , f f f c y \ V ; ) 6 £ , Since f f ' V V ) c I/? 
we have ^ V y v V))n V*0 . As f f ' C y \ V) c / N V , 
we obtained a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . 
Corro l lary: S C P") = 3 S CC P4")3 ) . 
Proof: By the previous theorem and 6 . 2 , SCP"*) =$ 
= 5 S CQ2 o P + ) . As fl2 < CP*)
2 (def ine T : QZ~>CP+)
2 by 
T ((*x,^))= 4 4 ^ I, {A-'V' H f̂ w e ob ta in the s tatement . 
This l a s t statement g i v e s r i s e t o a ques t ion , whether i n 
Theorem 6 .5 the functor P" may be rep laced by P* . This 
q u e s t i o n seems t o be open. 
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